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K�=K� X-RAY INTENSITY RATIO STUDIES ON THEVALENCE ELECTRONIC STATES OF 3d-TRANSITIONMETALS IN SOME OF THEIR COMPOUNDS�F. Pawªowski, M. PolasikFaulty of Chemistry, Niholas Copernius University, 87-100 Toru«, PolandS. Raj, and H.C. PadhiInstitute of Physis, Bhubaneswar, 751005, India(Reeived November 11, 1999)Our studies on K�=K� X-ray intensity ratios of some of the teh-nologially important 3d-transition metal ompounds have been reviewed.Comparison of the experimental results with single-on�guration Dira-Fok alulations provided important information on the valene states ofthe transition metals in various ompounds, whih an be helpful in under-standing the nature of bonding in the ompounds.PACS numbers: 32.30.Rj, 32.70.Fw, 31.15.Ar, 72.80.Ga1. IntrodutionThe K�=K� X-ray intensity ratio is very sensitive to the hange inthe valene eletroni on�guration of 3d-transition metals [1℄. Here wereport the results of our study on some of the tehnologially importantompounds of these metals. The X-ray emission experiments have beenarried out using high purity materials, exited by -rays of 59.54 keV froma 200 mCi 241Am point-soure. The emitted X-rays have been detetedby a solid state detetor having a resolution (FWHM) of 165 eV at 5.9 keVX-ray energy. The experimental data have been ompared with the results ofsingle-on�guration Dira-Fok alulations [1℄ to get the information aboutvalene eletroni struture of the metals in high-T YBCO superondutor,3d-metal siliide and boride ompounds.� Presented at the XXVI Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e, PolandSeptember 1�11, 1999. (495)



496 F. Pawªowski et al.2. Results and disussion2.1. YBCO superondutorThe surprising observation in former studies on the hange in the T ofhigh-T superondutors with doping has been a large derease in T by thedoping of nonmagneti dopant Zn in YBCO superondutor. Among others,a hange in the Cu(3d)�O(2p) hybridization e�et has been put forward [2℄as one of the reasons for the redution in T. We tried to look into thisproblem by measuring the K�=K� X-ray intensity ratio in Cu, YBCO andZn doped YBCO. The results are given in Table I. As shown in the table theK�=K� intensity ratios of opper in various superonduting ompoundsare in lose agreement with that of pure opper within the experimentalerror limits, what suggests that the Cu(3d)�O(2p) hybridization e�et in thesuperonduting ompounds is small and does not hange with Zn doping.So the earlier onjeture [2℄ that a hange in the d�p hybridization may beresponsible for the derease in T of Zn doped YBCO appears to be nottrue. A reent report [3℄ on this problem suggests that sattering of d-wavepairing from Zn impurities is responsible for the derease in T. TABLE IExperimental K�=K� X-ray intensity ratio of Cu in opper and undoped and Zndoped YBCO superondutors.Element Constitution K�/K� X-ray intensity ratio29Cu Pure opper 0.1343 � 0.001429Cu YBa2Cu3O7�Æ 0.1371 � 0.001429Cu YBa2(Cu1�0:033Zn0:033)3O7�Æ 0.1352 � 0.00142.2. 3d-transition metal siliidesThe development of devie tehnology often requires the data from bulk3d-transition metal siliides to draw �rm onlusions about the possible re-ations at the metal-semiondutor interfaes. Our results for the disiliideompounds (see Table II) provide an interesting di�erene between the earlydisiliide ompounds upto Co [4℄ and late disiliides of Ni and Cu [5℄ ForNi and Cu we observe deloalization of 3d eletrons whereas for the earlydisiliides there is an inrease of loalized 3d eletrons possibly due to re-arrangement of eletrons between 3d and 4s states of the metal or due totransfer of eletrons from silion to the 3d state of the metal.



K�=K� X-Ray Intensity Ratio Studies on the Valene Eletroni : : : 497TABLE IIK�=K� X-ray intensity ratios of Ti, V, Cr, Co, Ni, and Cu in pure metals and sili-ide ompounds, the normalized K�-to-K� ratios with respet to the pure metals,and the observed hange in the number of 3d eletrons.Element Chemial K�=K� Normalized Changeonstitution intensity K�=K� in the numberratios ratios of 3d eletrons22Ti Ti 0.1265�0.0006 1.0 �TiSi2 0.1241�0.0005 0.981�0.009 0.7�0.323V V 0.1312�0.0008 1.0 �V3Si 0.1335�0.0008 1.017�0.008 �0.54�0.25VSi2 0.1298�0.0005 0.989�0.010 0.4�0.324Cr Cr 0.1314�0.0008 1.0 �Cr3Si 0.1282�0.0005 0.976�0.008 1.02�0.32CrSi2 0.1259�0.0005 0.958�0.010 1.6�0.327Co Co 0.1335�0.0008 1.0 �CoSi2 0.1310�0.0005 0.981�0.010 1.0�0.428Ni Ni 0.1363�0.0006 1.0 �NiSi2 0.1398�0.0007 1.028�0.007 �1.0�0.429Cu Cu 0.1360�0.0006 1.0 �CuSi2 0.1402�0.0007 1.031�0.007 �1.3�0.4Our results for V3Si [6℄ suggests transfer of about 0.54 � 0.24 eletronsfrom V to silion. Alternatively a rearrangement of eletrons between 3d and4s states of vanadium an also explain the data. Our present �nding qual-itatively agrees with the theoretial alulation of Bisi and Chiao [7℄. TheCr3Si results suggest that the harge transfer for this ompound is oppositeto that of V3Si. This ould be the reason why their eletroni behavioursare di�erent, V3Si is a superondutor whereas Cr3Si is a refratory materialwith low resistivity. 2.3. 3d-transition metal boridesEarlier NMR [8℄ Hall e�et [9℄ and spei� heat [10℄ studies gave riseto on�iting information in regard to harge transfer from boron to thetransition metal atom or vie versa. Our results (see Table III) for CrBand CrB2, however, unambiguously suggests that eletrons are transferredfrom boron atom to the 3d state of Cr metal. Earlier magneti [11℄ andMössbauer studies [12℄ on FeB suggested transfer of eletrons from boron toiron atom but in our study we did not �nd any suh transfer. Our results



498 F. Pawªowski et al.suggest almost no hange in the valene eletroni struture of Fe in FeB.Our study on TiB2 also suggested no transfer of eletrons (whereas for VB2we found transfer of eletrons from V to boron) [13℄. TABLE IIISame as Table II, but for Ti, V, Cr, and Fe in pure metals and boride ompounds.Element Chemial K�=K� Normalized Change inonstitution intensity K�=K� the number ofratios ratios 3d eletrons24Cr Cr 0.1314�0.0008 1.0 �CrB 0.1293�0.0005 0.984�0.008 0.60�0.30CrB2 0.1288�0.0005 0.980�0.008 0.75�0.3026Fe Fe 0.1307�0.0007 1.0 �FeB 0.1311�0.0005 1.003�0.005 �0.17�0.263. ConlusionsWe �nd the K�=K� X-ray intensity ratio as a powerful study in under-standing the valene states of 3d-transition metals in various ompounds.Firm onlusions an be drawn from these studies regarding eletron trans-fer and rearrangement between 3d and 4s states of the transition metal.Information from these studies are found to be useful in having a knowledgeon the nature of eletroni bonding in the 3d-transition metal ompounds.The authors S. Raj and H.C. Padhi are thankful to Counil of Sienti�and Industrial Researh, India for the �nanial support for the work.Thiswork was also supported in part by the Department of Siene and Tehnol-ogy, Government of India and the Polish Committee for Sienti� Researh(KBN), grant no. 2 P03B 019 16.REFERENCES[1℄ M. Polasik, Phys. Rev. A58, 1840 (1998) and referenes therein.[2℄ C.Y. Yang et al., Phys. Rev. B42, 2231 (1990).[3℄ J.L. Tallon et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 79, 5294 (1997).[4℄ S. Raj et al., Nul. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. B152, 417 (1999).[5℄ S. Raj et al., Phys. Rev. B58, 9025 (1998).[6℄ S. Raj et al., Solid State Commun. 110, 275 (1999).
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